SongOfTheMissingMen_MPEG4 from sarasotafringefilms on Vimeo.

The itinerary is nothing less than a panoramic geopolitical map of Iraq. We realize how the components of Iraqi society—which had once formed the mosaic of a secular nation—disintegrated when the coalition forces and the first armored vehicle entered the country of Mesopotamia. To introduce the concept of democracy to a nation of many peoples long controlled by dictatorship might be in hindsight considered a misstep. The filmmaker would like you to weigh in with your opinion before he returns to his native land for the sequel to this riveting, ongoing saga.

Iraqi music, and Iraqi voices underscore the film and underline an ancestral identity, which now seems permanently fractured.

Purchase "The Song of the Missing Men" DVD for Academic Release $350

Academic rights INCLUDE the DVD with PPR and DSL. Use of third-party streaming services is OK. Academic licensees can also ask for a custom quote for single screenings.

If your system is not PayPal or credit card "friendly!, we will accept your purchase order or send you an invoice payable by check or credit card. For details on purchase orders, please contact: nagle.patrick@gmail.com
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